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Answer: A

QUESTION: 99
Which report helps a compliance officer understand how the company is complying with
its data security policies over time?

A. Policy Trend report, summarized by policy, then quarter
B. Policy Trend report, summarized by policy, then severity
C. Policy report, filtered on quarter, and summarized by policy
D. Policy report, filtered on date, and summarized by policy

Answer: A

QUESTION: 100
When resolving or dismissing incidents, Symantec recommends that an incident
responder completes which action?
A. add comments
B. delete incidents
C. set severity
D. export incidents

Answer: A

QUESTION: 101
Which three options can incident responders select when deleting incidents? (Select
three.)

A. delete the incident completely
B. delete the original message and retain the incident
C. delete the incident and retain the violating attachments or files
D. delete the incident and export incident details to .csv file
E. delete the non-violating attachments or files and retain the incident

Answer: A,B,E

QUESTION: 102
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What are three valid reasons for adding comments to incidents? (Select three.)

A. to provide detail to the next responder when escalating an incident
B. to allow the next responder to more quickly prioritize incidents for review
C. to allow the next responder to more quickly understand the incident history
D. to provide detail when closing an incident
E. to provide detail for report filtering

Answer: A,C,D

QUESTION: 103
When should blocking of network transmissions and quarantining of exposed confidential
files begin?

A. within three months of deploying the system
B. as soon as the baseline risk snapshot has been established
C. before enabling auto notifications
D. after policies have been tuned for several months

Answer: D

QUESTION: 104
What is commonly observed during the Notification phase of Risk Reduction?

A. a significant drop in incident volume
B. improved business processes
C. more business unit involvement
D. improved employee communication

Answer: A

QUESTION: 105
Which product can block the copying of confidential data to a USB device?

A. Network Prevent
B. Endpoint Prevent
C. Endpoint Discover
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D. Network Protect

Answer: A
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